SOLUTION BRIEF

Fortinet and Smart Hive Integrated Defense
Learn from others in less than 90 seconds. An attack on one is defense for all.
Executive Summary
Despite spending billions of dollars on cybersecurity every year, the cost of cyber
breaches keeps going up. Threat actors are honing their craft at an accelerated
rate, and one of the key advantages they have is the ability to collaborate and
learn from each other. Vulnerabilities are bought and sold on the dark web daily.
Threat actors pay premium dollar for these vulnerabilities because they know they
will be able to use them against hundreds of customers, and in some cases, such
as recent ransomware attacks, tens of thousands of customers. Threat actors
are well aware that once organizations identify and stop an attack, they will move
on to the next threat. Organizations will not stop to tell others what they did, thus
giving the threat actors a massive advantage.
The Smart Hive HIVE solution enables customers to be able to, in an anonymized
manner, identify an attack stopped by others, and put up defenses before the
attack gets to them. This significantly narrows the window of opportunity for the
threat actors and takes away their key advantage.
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Joint Solution Description
The Fortinet Security Fabric has an open architecture designed to connect traditionally
disparate security solutions into a unified framework, allowing them to dynamically adapt
to evolving IT infrastructure in order to defend its rapidly changing attack surface. Fortinet’s
open approach extends the broad visibility, integrated threat detection, and automated
response of its Security Fabric architecture to leading technology alliance solutions.
Different customers often have different security tools and vendors in their deployments. Smart Hive’s HIVE platform enables organizations
to anonymously learn from their peers in real time. An attack on one is defense for all; organizations no longer have to worry if they made
the right technology decision or if they have overlooked the latest threat. Through Smart Hive’s HIVE solution, organizations can see
threats others are stopping in real time, in an anonymized manner. For example, two customers utilizing two different security tools in their
respective deployments can anonymously learn from each other if they are part of the HIVE.
Onboarding to the HIVE is very simple and fast, often taking 15 minutes or less. To join the HIVE, a customer visits https://hive.smarthive.io
and registers as a HIVE member. Once registered, they can configure their Fortinet solutions to forward logs to pipeline.smarthive.io. Once
the data starts flowing, members of the HIVE can log in to their dashboard and see what attacks others are stopping, and what actions they
need to take to stop the threats before they get to them.
Premium HIVE members will be able to download a small VM called the Echostation, which allows all logs to be forwarded locally before being sent to
the HIVE. The Echostation can also automate remediation by allowing HIVE decisions to be turned into security controls and applied automatically.
As a HIVE premium option, customers could also choose to have relevant controls applied automatically. For example, a customer who may
be using a third-party security tool sends their data to the HIVE, and this data will be enriched in the HIVE using Fortinet as an enrichment
source. If the customer is being attacked but does not have the proper security controls in place to stop the attack, the customer can either
apply the proper control or have the HIVE automate the remediation.
Smart Hive’s platform is called the HIVE. The HIVE allows organizations to learn about security threats from each other in real time while
remaining anonymous. Think of the HIVE as being like Waze for cybersecurity.
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1) HIVE member stops an attack.
2) Smart HIVE gets the event.
3) Smart Hive enriches and analyzes the event.
4) In less than 90 seconds, based on the
request of analysis, member peers are
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informed of the attack and exact actions
needed to stop the attack.
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Use Case
Real-time Threat Learning

Learn from your peers in 90
seconds.

Leverage the crowd to share and learn
from other intelligence across vendors and
solutions.
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See active threats your peers and the HIVE
are stopping to compare and benchmark
your security tools.

Anonymous

Instant and anonymous sharing allows
organizations of any size to leverage the
power of the crowd to expedite the
discovery, hunting, and remediation.

Every time a security tool at a customer takes an action to stop a threat, the HIVE collects that event, removes all sensitive data and
anonymizes it, and does detailed analysis. In the HIVE, the data goes through machine-learning algorithms that enrich the event, and
compares it to data being received in real time from other customers. Based on multiple factors such as credibility of the source, peer’s type
of threat, etc., the information is shared with relevant members of the HIVE. Just as Waze only tells a user about what is relevant to them at
that time on their route, only relevant information is shared with those that may be impacted by the attack. Controls shared are in real time,
relevant, and actionable; the application of these controls can also be automated.
The time interval between the time a threat is stopped by one customer to the time controls can be applied by the HIVE to prevent that
attack at another customer can be as low as 90 seconds. In the HIVE, an attack on one is defense for all.
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